DEREK CHAUVIN

Complaints

- 03-1999, Civilian Review Authority, DEMEANING TONE, SUSTAINED, ORAL REPRIMAND
- 03-1999, Civilian Review Authority, DEROGATORY LANGUAGE, SUSTAINED, ORAL REPRIMAND
- 03-1999, Civilian Review Authority, LANGUAGE--OTHER, SUSTAINED, ORAL REPRIMAND
- 04-2100, Civilian Review Authority, Closed - No Discipline
- 05-2306, Civilian Review Authority, Closed - No Discipline
- 09-2643, Civilian Review Authority, Closed - No Discipline
- 09-2680, Civilian Review Authority, Closed - No Discipline
- 12-3244, Office of Police Conduct Review, Closed - No Discipline
- 13-09814, Office of Police Conduct Review, Closed - No Discipline
- 13-10527, Office of Police Conduct Review, Closed - No Discipline
- 13-32189, Office of Police Conduct Review, Closed - No Discipline
- 14-14106, Office of Police Conduct Review, Closed - No Discipline
- 14-23776, Office of Police Conduct Review, Closed - No Discipline
- 15-04541, IA, Closed - No Discipline
- 15-12394, Office of Police Conduct Review, Closed - No Discipline
- 20-06870, Office of Police Conduct Review, Closed - No Discipline
- A10-140, Internal Affairs, Closed - No Discipline
- A10-269, Internal Affairs, Closed - No Discipline
- A11-185, Internal Affairs, Closed - No Discipline
- FR08-06, Internal Affairs, Closed - No Discipline
- IA06-76, Internal Affairs, Closed - No Discipline
- IA07-39, Internal Affairs, ABUSE OF DISCRETION, SUSTAINED, LETTER OF REPRIMAND
- IA07-39, Internal Affairs, MVR, SUSTAINED, LETTER OF REPRIMAND
- IA10-172, Internal Affairs, Closed - No Discipline
- P11-115, Internal Affairs, Closed - No Discipline
- P12-174, Internal Affairs, Closed - No Discipline

Lethal Force Incidents

4/24/05  Klevar Jacome, Darwin Vivar, Everett Vivar (Died)
Darwin Vivar, age 28 and Klevar Jacome, age 35, were killed instantly when a car fleeing Minneapolis police officers Derek Chauvin and Terry Nutter slammed into their car. Everett Vivar, 35, died a few days later.

10/29/06  Wayne Reyes (Died)
Police responded after Wayne stabbed his girlfriend and a male friend. He drove off, starting a police pursuit. When police stopped him, they claim he aimed a shotgun toward them. Six Minneapolis police officers -- Dante Dean, Brian Grahme, Shawn Kelly, Oscar Macias, Terry Nutter and Derek Chauvin -- fired on him. He was 42 years old.
5/24/06  Ira Toles (Survived)
Chauvin and another officer responded to a domestic call. As they entered the apartment, Toles ran into the bathroom. Chauvin kicked the door in and started beating Toles with his gun. When Toles tried to stop Chauvin from beating him, Chauvin shot Toles in the abdomen. Toles survived.

8/8/11  Leroy Martinez (Survived)
Chauvin was one of five officers involved in shooting Leroy Martinez near the Little Earth residential community as he ran away from them. Police claim he was holding a pistol.

5/25/20  George Floyd (Died)
Minneapolis police officers arrested George, 36, accusing him of buying cigarettes with a counterfeit $20 bill. Officers forced George onto his stomach, handcuffed. Chauvin knelt on his neck, Lane and Keung knelt on his back and legs for nearly nine minutes as George complained that he couldn't breathe. Thao held the crowd back as they pleaded with officers to get off George's neck. Video was captured by Darnella Frazier and went viral. All officers involved were subsequently fired and charged with varying crimes. George's death started a wave of protests worldwide.

Source: http://complaints.cuapb.org/police_archive/officer/2377/
Information gathered from City of Minneapolis through data requests as well as mainstream media news articles.